Upstream oil & gas
business process
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Improving reliability for oil & gas industry
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Understanding the oil and gas Industry
The Oil and Gas (O&G) industry is going through unprecedented times with
plummeting demand and low oil and gas prices, creating a tough environment
for operators. Organizations are renewing their emphasis on cost control to
operate profitably. While tighter cost controls are necessities of current times,
reliability and safety of the operations cannot be compromised. To achieve this,
O&G businesses need to actively monitor and observe the diverse and complex
technology landscape.
O&G industry has a large, complex technology landscape with a mix of OT and
IT technologies. Data travels from different OT systems monitoring field
activities to various IT systems responsible for commercial activities. Failures
between different handshakes of these systems leads to delayed or incomplete
information that impacts corporate and business decisions.

Value of DRYiCE TM iControl
DRYiCE iControl (iControl) is an O&G business process observability solution that provides
real-time visualization of the full set of business processes, their integration, and associated
systems providing IT and Operations a granular view into process capability against key
performance indicators and defined service level agreements. It regulates the health of
business processes with IT data, predicts and analyzes the business impact of any
modifications made to the process, and identifies potential process optimization areas.
iControl helps in identifying dependencies and failure points of data handoffs between
different systems, provides a near real-time business process observability system, creates
alerts, and notifications leading to a substantial reduction in issue resolution time. This
improves the availability and reliability of critical OT and IT systems supporting business
operations.
iControl is embedded with industry process intelligence and is backed by HCL’s experience
in delivering business process services to O&G enterprises. We have funneled years of
industry expertise gained while managing some of the industry’s largest IT infrastructures
into creating a product that provides an end-to-end view and actionable intelligence for
forecasting and resolving possible risks.

Key industry challenges addressed
Creating trustworthy and accurate data
for publishing to regulators and partners
Unavailability or delay in data required
for operational decision making

Consolidation of information at
the organization level

Monitoring of complex and
diverse technology landscape

High turnaround time for root cause
analysis of operational failures

High turnaround time for resolution of
deviations of performance from benchmarks

Adhering to various
compliances

Key features
Cloud Ready (Splunk)
Cloud ready deployment
Customizable Home Screen
Customizable home screen to
define views
Widgets
Visualize performance of flows, targets, and other
drop-down filters using selectable widgets
Domain Pack
Ready templated flows to accelerate creation
of Oil and Gas specific flows
Flow Performance
Set thresholds for different time periods
Rules engine to calculate real-time performance

Predictive Analytics
Enable machine learning algorithms
to provide trend predictions
Flow Designer
Create and store business flows and process steps
Expand process steps into sub-flows
Standard KPI/Target Types
Six standard KPIs/target types to measure impact
of IT performance on business outcomes
Flow Dependency Predictions
Provide early warnings on dependent process steps
that may be impacted due to a breach on a
previous process step

Dashboarding
Glass table dashboarding for
real-time end-to-end visibility
Impact Drilldown
Identity impacted clients
Analyze and understand extent of breaks
Service Intelligence
Visualize performance of the business flow
Provide additional business context reporting
Control Measures
Operators and owners linked to business KPIs to
provide transparency on responsibilities
Operational Reporting
Provide reporting of KPI performance for flow and
dimensions over time
Create views of business operations by user type
Anomaly Detection
Periodic behavior observability
Flagging of unusual deviations/patterns
Business Schedule
Set daily, monthly, rolling processing cycles
Set custom calendars, based on time zone, region,
and business profile
In-depth Performance Visualization
Visualize flow, target/KPI performance down to a
widget on a single screen

Key benefits
Proactive identifications
of issues and problems
Meeting commercial
obligations with partners

Meeting compliances
and regulations

Reduction in unplanned
downtime or outages

Improved operational
efficiencies

Reduced inspection time and
actionable impact assessment

Faster defect
resolution rates

Reduced manual
errors and subjectivity

Intelligent, real-time,
and actionable insights

iControl methodology

Define the controls & metric measures
at each process step

Stream the data into iControl
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Map the process to define the
Business outcome
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Define “what data will be mined from systems?”
to establish the real metric performance
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Ensuring solution
delivers the value

Industry use cases

Delay in data
ingestion/upload for wells

Data validation
errors

Allocation
abnormalities

Reporting
failures

Delay in data ingestion
iControl observes

Operator needs to know
iControl displays

Allocation needs to predict
iControl learns

Operational View
iControl presents

Cut-off time for well data
capture through metering
applications

Missing data parameters

Failure to receive data
from all the sources

Delays in creating reports

Cut-off time for well data
capture manually through
excel sheets, where
historian integration is not
available

Null/garbage value for
parameters
Tolerance level breach for
certain parameters

Allocation failures
Validation failures
Historical analysis

Report creation failures
Report publishing failures
Failure of data transfer to
subsequent processes –
PRA, Forecasting,
Optimization

About DRYiCE Software

DRYiCE Software is a division of HCL Technologies focused on building industry-leading software products for
transforming and simplifying IT and business operations by leveraging AI and cloud.

Our vision focuses on:

Enabling a Service
Oriented Enterprise

AI-Led Service
Assurance

Driving Enterprise-Wide
Digital Agility

Want to know more?
Visit our website at dryice.ai or
write to us at dryicemarketing@hcl.com
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